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PACTIOSHABAHIAE KOPPEnJAPOBAHHblX OEPASOE 

C TIOUIOIIiblO MOnEll\! Tv!ITA CTIMHOBOfO CTEKnA 

B ·pa6oTe I1CCJIC,n,yiOTCff CHCT8Mb! paCI!03Ha:BaHMFI o0pa30B,DCHOBaH~ 

HH8 Ha MaTeMaT11l.J:8CKOil :Mq',tie:mt k.e'tipOHHblX C8Tet1" (MO;r(8Jilll Tl1Tia CTI11~ 

HOBDro c•reKna)~ llpOBO;n;HTCR CpaBH8HHb aJirDpi1TMa Xon[J~JI.n;a,npe;n -

H23HaqeHHOI'O J(]Iff pacn03HBBaHHfl H8KOiJpi:;::milp0BaHHblX Oc5pa30B, H 

aJirD(lYITHb!.B ROTOpHX 3TO orpaH11q8ID'l8 CHilTO. IToKa3aHO, "4TO HO -

Bbl~i aJil'OplllTM, KpOMC TOro; x"apaKT8pJII3Y8TCfl yBO!IYP.l8Hl18M 06JiaCTVl 

arTpa'I{TMBHDCTM 11 eMKOCTH. BwrncJmTeJII:.HhiB 3RcnepHM8HTbl npoBOM

Jfl.rlC:O C aJIQ)BBHTOM, COCTOflm;HM H3 15 pyCCKJIIX 6yKB 11 l13 20 CJIYtJaL'f

HbiX 06pa3DB, xap8.XT8pl43J8MhDC 50 % IrpG,11,CTBBHTCJl1CTB0M npoTHBO

rtOJJOll!:HLLX op~wnrarurti, Ha perueTKax paaMep.aMPJ IO x IO H. 20 x 2fl. 
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1. lntroduction 

In recent years the pattern-recognition systems based on 

the mathematical.models of the sp1n-glass type have become in

creasingly popular. These systems are connect9d with the prob

lems of creation of artificial intelligence {associative memo

ry and the 6-th generation computers) and study of higher 

nervous activity (neural networks). Besides, already at the 

achieved stage of development these systems are capable of 

solving specific technical problems like recogniti'on of sym

bols of some prescribed alphabet. However, as shown by t~e si

mulations ~ith the system working on the basis of the first 

algori thin suggested [ 1, 2 1 , only uncorrelated patterns can bE 

recognized with sufficient co~fidence. And since most symbols 

:Jf any alphabet are constructed of identical blocks, the appli-. 

cation of such systems is rather limited. Our purpose was to 

constr~ot a recognition system capable of recognizing any 

symbols. Our second aim was to increase the recognition capa-
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city. Both problems were solved through the orthogonalizing 

transformation of the pattern space, using the algorithm sug

gested in Ref. 3,4 • 

2. Method 

Consider a two-dimensional lattice. In the lattice nodes 

we place the hypothetic particles characterized by a "spin" 

± 1 • By the 11 spin11 we imply some orientation and predetermine 

certain terminology associated with the Ising model, e.g. 

"spin-flip". One should, however, keep in mind that such a 

"materialization" of the model is introduced only for the sakE 

of convenience, and in the general case the values z1 may be 

identified with the white or black colour of the pattern cell 

or with the neuron activity in the network. The relaxation of 

such cellular structure is determined by the interaction be

tween the spins. We write down the energy of exchange inter-

action in the form: 

( 1 ) 

The coefficients. T~j in the Ising model are negative, eo the 

c.onfiguration with parallel spins Sl and Sj corresponds to 

the nd..nimum of energy. For the spin-glass model Ti.j are dis

tributed by some random law, namely: 

p ( T) -v exp [ - '/< ( T / .fM )' 1 (2) 

where M is the number o! prototypes [ 3] ~ 

The randomness of T1.j brings to the existence of msny s:ph 

orientations corresponding to local minima of energy, and the 
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initial configuration will relax to one of tpeae stationary 

states. Thus the spin glass is capable of recognizing patterris, 

but a random interaction results in a random alphabet. This 

drawback was overcome by Hopfield 

exchange integrals in the form: 
M 

T· :- :L s" s"' 
lJ ct:=f . t J ) 

who suggested to take the 

(3) 

vhere s.;t - prototype patten;:ts - alphabet written on lattices 

with dim.er4:,-:.o!l.S N (the number of nodes). Then ·for not very 

large number of patterns ( M/N < 0.14) ·the asynchronous relax

ation of the system will result in a prototype state, namely in 

"one to which· the initial pattern is closer, say, in the terms 

of the Hamming distance~ At M/N > 0.14 the system behaviour 

will be characterized by the interactiorr of the (2) type, and 

the attraOtivity region of the prototypes will sharply decrease. 

However, as already mentioned, such a syste~ is unable to 

recognize-cOrrelated patterns, perhaps !or the reason that 

every prototype acts as an independent training element. In th~ 

algorithm we use, there are stored the "orthogonalized" pat

terns, i.e., a preliminary processing with a choice of discri

minative elements is c~rried out. In this case 
M _ _, «.fi c(. .fi 

TtJ· = L ( R ) s, Sj , 
"'·I' 

N . 

R"'P= w' L: s~ s(' 
L::.1 ~ • 

(4) 

J. Experiment 

The recognition system was studi.ed with two alphabets on 

the lattices 10x10 and 20x20. The Russian symbols (15 letters} 
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were used as we~ as random patterns - up to 20 configuration~, 

characterized by ~50% representation of opposite orientations. 

In contrast to previous works, the quality of recognition was 

characterized not by the Hamming distance R 1o1 between relaxed 

and prototype patterns but by a fraction of correctly recog

nized patterns (for which RH = 0). All the letters in various 

combinations were submitted for the recognition, the level of 

noise was brought up to 90%. After three iterations or earlier 1 

during which the lattice was successfully passed round and the 

spin-flip occurred according to the interaction laws 3 and 4, 

the initial state relaxed either to some prototype or to 

metastable state, and further change had no longer taken 

place. 

Table shows the quality of recognition of the symbols 

versus both random noiSe end the number of prototypes. A com

parison with,tbe Hopfield algorithm is not presented since 

correlated symbols were not recognized even for the number of 

prototypes 3 and insignificant noise. Fig. 1 presents a few 

metastable states the initial patterns (M,~,r , • ..-. letters) 

relaxed to when being recognized vnth the use of interaction 3. 

T-able 2 shows a comparison of algorithms 3 and 4 on ran

dom (uncorrelated) patterns. The new algorithm is shown to be 

much more stable to noise, and its capacity ia higher. 

In Fig. 2 we have shown distorted patterns that are then 

recognized by this algori.thm. 

Concl:w5 .:.n 

We have shown a possibility to recognize correlated pat

terns with the help of the decorrelated +.~ansfoxmation (4). 
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The results presented show also the increase of the attrac·,i

vity region of prototypes. The algorithm under study may be~omf 

a basis for the construction of the physical information analyt 

sis systetls, say, data on _scanning the roentgen-emulsion films 

exposed on the mountains and containing information about high~ 

energy particles~ For that aim, one should develop appro 

aches ensuring the recognition of both white-black and 

"coloured" patterns. 

The authors would like to express their sincere gratitude 

to S.G. Matinyan for the useful discussions. 
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Table 1 

Correctly recognized symbols by the algorithm 4 (%). 

M - numb,er of prototypes, 

S - random noise 

.. 

~ 2 5 7 

10 100 100 100 

30 100 100 43 

50 100 100 28 

70 100 40 14 

90 50 20 8 

Table 2 

Correctly recognized random patterns by the 

algorithms 3 and 4 (%). 

M - number of patterns, 

S - random noise 

14 16 

3 4 3 

64 100 48 

28 100 25 

18 

4 3 4 

100 22 100 

100 17 72 

20 

3 .4 

14 100 

0 48 
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